In this paper, we study the capacity of the diamond channel. We focus on the special case where the channel between the source node and the two relay nodes are two separate links with finite capacities and the link from the two relay nodes to the destination node is a Gaussian multiple access channel. We call this model the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel. We first propose an upper bound on the capacity. This upper bound is a single-letterization of an n-letter upper bound proposed by Traskov and Kramer, and is tighter than the cut-set bound. As for the lower bound, we propose an achievability scheme based on sending correlated codes through the multiple access channel with superposition structure. We then specialize this achievable rate to the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel. Noting the similarity between the upper and lower bounds, we provide sufficient and necessary conditions that a Gaussian multiple access diamond channel has to satisfy such that the proposed upper and lower bounds meet. Thus, for a Gaussian multiple access diamond channel that satisfies these conditions, we have found its capacity.
For the Gaussian diamond channel, the capacity is approximated within 1 bit [5] . For the Gaussian N-relay diamond channel, a uniform approximation of the capacity has been obtained in [6] , where bursty amplify-and-forward was proposed as the achievability scheme and simultaneous optimization over all possible cuts was used for the converse.
The problem of sending correlated codes through a multiple access channel was studied in [7] . This channel model can be regarded as a special class of the diamond channel where the broadcast channel between the source node and the two relay nodes are two separate links of finite capacities. We call this channel model the multiple access diamond channel. Achievability results for the discrete multiple access diamond channel were proposed in [7] and [8] . In [8] , an uncomputable n-letter capacity is also provided which is tighter than the cut-set bound. The capacity is the minimum of four n-letter mutual information terms for some joint n-letter distribution. Therefore, each of these four n-letter terms can be considered as an n-letter upper bound on the capacity.
The multiple access diamond channel is related to some other multiple access channel problems, such as sending arbitrarily correlated sources through the multiple access channel [9] (also see [7] ), and the multiple access channel with conferencing encoders [10] , [11] . The major difference between the multiple access diamond channel and the two multiple access channel problems above is the presence of a centralized encoder in the multiple access diamond channel. This property enables one to construct a pair of correlated codes [7] , [8] similar to the achievability of the general broadcast channel by Marton [12] .
In this paper, we focus on the multiple access diamond channel where the multiple access channel from the two relay nodes to the destination node is Gaussian. We call this channel model the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel. We first obtain an upper bound on the capacity via single-letterization of one of the n-letter upper bounds in [8] . The main technique in the upper bound derivation is bounding the correlation between the transmitted signals of the two relays via an auxiliary random variable. This technique was used by Ozarow in solving the Gaussian multiple description problem [13] .
As for the lower bound, we first provide an achievable rate for the general, i.e., not necessarily Gaussian, multiple access diamond channel. The achievability scheme we propose is similar to [7] and [8] , except that the codebook is of a superposition structure. The inner code, which contains part of the message, is decoded by both relay nodes and serves as common data. The outer code, which contains the remaining 0018-9448 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. part of the message, is a pair of correlated codewords and Codeword k is delivered to Relay k, k = 1, 2. The relay nodes send correlated codewords along with the common data into the multiple access channel. This achievable rate is then specialized to the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel. Finally, we characterize the sufficient and necessary conditions under which the proposed upper bound is strictly tighter than the cut-set bound. Furthermore, noting that the proposed upper and lower bounds take on similar forms, we proceed to provide sufficient and necessary conditions under which our upper and lower bounds meet. Thus, for a Gaussian multiple access diamond channel that satisfies these conditions, we have found its capacity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide the system model. In Section III, we derive an upper bound on the capacity of the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel. Achievable schemes and the corresponding rates are described in Section IV. In'Section V, we provide conditions under which our upper and lower bounds meet and thus provide the capacity of Gaussian multiple access diamond channels that satisfy these conditions. Proofs are collected in Section VI, which are followed by conclusions in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a multiple access diamond channel, see Figure 1 . The capacity of the link from the source node to Relay k is C k , for k = 1, 2. The channel between the two relay nodes and the destination node is a multiple access channel with input alphabets (X 1 , X 2 ), output alphabet Y and a transition probability p(y|x 1 , x 2 ) defined on Y × X 1 × X 2 . Let W be a message that the source node would like to transmit to the destination node. Assume that W is uniformly distributed on {1, 2, · · · , M}. An (M, n, n ) code consists of an encoding function at the source node f n : {1, 2, · · · , M} → {1, 2, · · · , 2 nC 1 } × {1, 2, · · · , 2 nC 2 }, two encoding functions at the relays
and a decoding function at the destination node The average probability of error is defined as
Rate R is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence of (2 n R , n, n ) codes such that n → 0 as n → ∞. The capacity of the multiple access diamond channel is the supremum of all achievable rates.
In this paper, we focus on the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel, i.e., X 1 = X 2 = Y = R and the channel between the two relay nodes and the destination node is a Gaussian multiple access channel, see Figure 2 . The received signal at the destination node is
where X 1 and X 2 are the input signals from Relay 1 and Relay 2, respectively, and U is a zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian random variable. It is assumed that U is independent to (X 1 , X 2 ). The encoding functions at the two relay nodes must satisfy the average power constraints: for any codeword x n k that Relay k sends into the Gaussian multiple access channel, it satisfies
We would like to characterize the capacity of the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel in terms of the channel parameters C 1 , C 2 , P 1 and P 2 .
To simplify presentation, we define the following functions of ρ for ρ ∈ [0, 1]:
III. AN UPPER BOUND
We first provide an upper bound on the capacity of the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel.
Theorem 1: An upper bound on the capacity of the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel, denoted as C upper ,
The proof of Theorem 1 is in Section VI-A.
Remark: We note that T 1 and T 2 essentially take the same form except the third term which is equal to
The cut-set bound for the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel, denoted as C cut , is
Notice that the third term is f 3 (0) for 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. Hence, our upper bound is in general tighter than the cut-set bound. Our upper bound is strictly tighter than the cut-set bound when C upper takes the value of f 3 (ρ) for some ρ satisfying 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ * . This will be illustrated analytically in Theorem 3 and also numerically by examples in Section V. The converse result in Theorem 1 is a single-letterization of one of the n-letter upper bounds in [8] , which is tighter than the cut-set bound. In the cut-set bound, the cut through the two orthogonal links yields f 3 (0) = C 1 + C 2 , which implies that if it is achievable, the signals through the two links should be independent. However, to achieve a larger rate in the second stage, i.e., from the two relays to the destination, the inputs of the multiple access channel should be correlated, in which case C 1 +C 2 is no longer achievable. To obtain a tighter bound, it is essential to characterize the correlation between the code pair X n 1 and X n 2 , i.e., I (X n 1 ; X n 2 ), where X n k is the length n sequence transmitted by relay k, k = 1, 2. This is why in the upper bound in [8] , C 1 + C 2 is replaced by C 1 + C 2 − 1 n I (X n 1 ; X n 2 ). However it is in an n-letter form and therefore uncomputable.
It is desirable to "single-letterize" the term I (X n 1 ; X n 2 ) for a pair of correlated codes, not only in our problem of the multiple access diamond channel, but also in other problems in multi-user information theory. This single-letterization problem remains open in its general form. But for the Gaussian multiple description problem, I (X n 1 ; X n 2 ) is single-letterized in [13] by introducing an auxiliary random variable and applying the entropy power inequality [14] . Inspired by [13] , we define the auxiliary random variables Z i = Y i + U i , i = 1, 2, · · · , n, where Y i is the output of the multiple access channel of the i -th channel use and U i is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance N and it is independent to everything else. By choosing the right value of N, we can obtain a tight upper bound on the term I (X n 1 ; X n 2 ). Such non-negative N can be found as long as the correlation between X n 1 and X n 2 is not too large. This is the reason why in Theorem 1, the upper bound f 3 (ρ) can only be enforced for ρ ≤ ρ * . The details of the proof is provided in Section VI-A.
IV. A LOWER BOUND
In this section, we first provide a lower bound on the capacity of the general, i.e., not necessarily Gaussian, multiple access diamond channel. We then specialize the result to the Gaussian case and obtain an achievable rate for the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel.
Theorem 2: A lower bound on the capacity of the multiple access diamond channel is
The details of the proof is provided in Section VI-B. Here, we give a brief outline. The achievability scheme we use in obtaining Theorem 2 is the following: the source node uses a codebook of the superposition structure, where R 0 is the rate of the inner codebook. The source node splits its message into two parts, with rates R 0 and R − R 0 , respectively. The source node encodes the first part of the message into the inner code and delivers the corresponding codeword index to both relays. The source node encodes the second part of the message into the outer code, which consists of a pair of correlated codewords. The index of the first codeword of the pair is sent to Relay 1, while the index of the second codeword of the pair is sent to Relay 2. Each relay finds the codeword from the codebook corresponding to its received index, and sends the codeword into the multiple access channel. An independent and concurrent version of Theorem 2 is in [15] .
From Theorem 2, we obtain an achievable rate for the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel in the following Corollary.
Corollary 1: A lower bound on the capacity of the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel is
Proof: Consider the following configuration of X 1 , X 2 and V :
where V ∼ N (0, 1), and (X 1 , X 2 ) are jointly Gaussian with zero mean and covariance matrix
Furthermore, (X 1 , X 2 ) and V are independent. With this selection of X 1 , X 2 , V , the achievable rate of (5) follows from Theorem 2 easily. In Corollary 1, if we set R 0 = α = β = 0, we obtain a smaller achievable rate:
Corollary 2: A lower bound of the capacity of the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel, denoted as C lower , is
Remark: The achievable rate in Corollary 2 is in general smaller than that in Corollary 1. More specifically, when C 1 and C 2 are sufficiently large, the multiple access channel in the second stage is the bottleneck of the network, and the optimal achievable scheme is sending fully correlated codewords into the multiple access channel, resulting in the achievable rate of f 4 (1) . But the correlated codes without the superposition structure, used in Corollary 2, can not support fully correlated codewords, because f 4 (1) > f 3 (1) , which means C lower < f 4 (1) . This shows that the superposition scheme in Corollary 1 strictly outperforms the scheme without superposition structure in the case with large C 1 and C 2 .
Though the lower bound in Corollary 2 is smaller than that of Corollary 1, it takes on a similar form as the upper bound in Theorem 1. Thus, when the channel satisfy certain conditions, we expect the upper bound in Theorem 1 and the lower bound in Corollary 2 to coincide, yielding the capacity. This will be discussed in the next section.
V. CAPACITY
Comparing the upper and lower bounds proposed in Theorem 1 and Corollary 2, we see that they take on similar forms. More specifically, the four functions after the minimum in (2) are exactly the same as that in (6) . Thus, it can be expected that for certain parameters of the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel, C 1 , C 2 , P 1 and P 2 , the upper and lower bounds meet providing us with the exact capacity of the channel. We now proceed to give explicit conditions on the channel parameters such that our upper and lower bounds meet.
First, we eliminate the trivial cases. If the channel is such that
then the multiple access channel in the second stage is the bottleneck of the whole network, and thus, the capacity of the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel is equal to
On the other hand, if the channel is such that then the two separate links in the first stage, or one of the two cross-cuts, i.e., Cut 1 or Cut 2 in Figure 3 , is the bottleneck of the whole network, and the capacity is equal to
Thus, we only need to focus on the nontrivial cases where
are both satisfied. In the next theorem, we provide sufficient and necessary conditions on the channel parameters for the nontrivial cases described in (7) and (8), such that the upper and lower bounds proposed in Theorem 1 and Corollary 2 meet, yielding the exact capacity, and also the conditions, under which the cut-set bound is strictly larger than the proposed upper bound. Theorem 3: Consider a Gaussian multiple access diamond channel that satisfies (7) and (8) 
1) The sufficient and necessary condition for C lower = C upper to hold is
and in this case, the capacity is f 4 (ρ 3 ).
2) The sufficient and necessary condition for C upper < C cut to hold is ρ 3 <ρ 5 and ρ * ≥ρ 5 and f 3 
3) The sufficient and necessary condition for C lower = C upper < C cut to hold is
and in this case, the capacity is f 4 (ρ 3 ). The proof of Theorem 3 is provided in Section VI-C. Theorem 3 illustrates the tightness of the novel upper bound on capacity proposed in Theorem 1, in that for some channel parameters, it is achievable and strictly smaller than the cut-set bound. To the best of our knowledge, Theorem 3 demonstrates the first time where the capacity of certain Gaussian multiple access diamond channels has been characterized when the cutset bound is not tight.
To show that there indeed exist Gaussian multiple access diamond channels that satisfy the condition (10) stated in Theorem 3, we give the following examples: 1) C 1 = 1.8, C 2 = 2, P 1 = 10, P 2 = 15, which means ρ * = 0.9600,ρ 3 = 0.8696,ρ 5 = 0.8947, f 4 (ρ 3 ) = 2.7819, f 5 (ρ * ) = 2.3608. Thus, (10) is satisfied and the capacity is f 4 (ρ 3 ) = 2.7819 bits/channel use. 2) C 1 = 2, C 2 = 1.2, P 1 = 30, P 2 = 20, which means ρ * = 0.9798,ρ 3 = 0.4029,ρ 5 = 0.7027, f 4 (ρ 3 ) = 3.0722, f 5 (ρ * ) = 1.7688. Thus, (10) is satisfied and the capacity is f 4 (ρ 3 ) = 3.0722 bits/channel use. Since the conditions provided in Theorem 3 is rather involved, we provide some intuition as to when our proposed upper bound in Theorem 1 and the lower bound in Corollary 2 meet. As noted after the statement of Theorem 1, the upper bound f 3 (ρ) can only be enforced for ρ ≤ ρ * . We also observe that ρ * monotonically increases with respect to P 1 and P 2 . Therefore, the proposed upper bound is tight with large P 1 and/or P 2 . From the perspective of achievability, as discussed in the remark after Corollary 2, when C 1 and C 2 are large, the superposition scheme in Corollary 1 outperforms the scheme without the superposition structure in Corollary 2, i.e., the rate characterized by Corollary 2 is not tight in this case. From the above discussions, we can see that the proposed upper bound in Theorem 1 and the lower bound in Corollary 2 meet when P 1 and P 2 are large and/or C 1 and C 2 are small. This is also supported by our numerical results discussed next.
We plot the upper and lower bounds in Theorem 1, Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 and depict them in Figures 4 and 5 for the symmetric cases of C 1 = C 2 = C, P 1 = P 2 = P = 1 and C 1 = C 2 = C, P 1 = P 2 = P = 10, respectively.
The cut-set bound is also plotted to show the improvement of our upper bound over the cut set bound, which was the best known upper bound on the capacity. As can be seen, for small C, the proposed upper bound is strictly smaller than the cut-set bound. Also, the gap between our lower and upper bounds is rather small, especially when C is relatively small and/or P is relatively large.
VI. PROOFS

A. Proof of Theorem 1
In order to make the proof easier to follow, we split the entire proof into 4 steps, consisting of Lemmas 1 to 4.
Starting from Fano's inequality, any achievable rate R must satisfy
where (11) is because of the Markov chain
Proof: Following from (12), we have n R ≤ I (X n 1 , X n 2 ; Y n ) + n n (15) = I (X n 1 ; Y n |X n 2 ) + I (X n 2 ; Y n ) + n n ≤ I (X n 1 ; Y n |X n 2 ) + H (X n 2 ) + n n ≤ I (X n 1 ; Y n |X n 2 ) + nC 2 + n n (16) , and used the fact that given power constraint, the Gaussian distribution maximizes the differential entropy [2] .
Since the inputs from Relay 1 must satisfy the average power constraint P 1 , we have
Therefore, there exists a ρ a ∈ [0, 1] such that
Due to the concavity of the logarithm function, we have
Similarly, there exists a ρ b ∈ [0, 1] such that
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
The following lemma shows the relationship between the achievable rate R and the n-letter entropy h(Y n ).
Lemma 2:
On the other hand, we also have
where (21) is because (X n 1 , X n 2 ) is a deterministic function of W . This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
From Lemma 2, we see that to characterize the achievable rate R, we need to characterize h(Y n ). Towards this end, let us define ρ ∈ [0, 1], which is a function of h(Y n ) as follows:
then ρ = 0; otherwise, ρ is such that
Lemma 3: ρ as defined above satisfies ρ ≤ min(ρ a , ρ b ).
Proof: We upper bound h(Y n ) as
where (25) 
By symmetry, we also have
From (28), (29) and the definition of ρ, we have that ρ ≤ min(ρ a , ρ b ) which completes the proof of Lemma 3. As n → ∞, Lemma 1 together with Lemma 3 means that R ≤ min( f 1 (ρ), f 2 (ρ)), where ρ is defined right before Lemma 3. Lemma 2 together with the definition of ρ means that R ≤ f 4 (ρ). Thus, we have shown that R ≤ min( f 1 (ρ), f 2 (ρ), f 4 (ρ)) and it remains to show that if ρ further satisfies 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ * , we have R ≤ f 3 (ρ).
If ρ = 0, from the cut-set bound, we have R ≤ C 1 + C 2 = f 3 (0). As for the case of 0 < ρ ≤ ρ * , using Ozarow's idea in [13] , we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4: If ρ further satisfies 0 < ρ ≤ ρ * , we have
Proof: If ρ satisfies 0 < ρ ≤ ρ * , which is equivalent to √ P 1 P 2 1 ρ − ρ − 1 ≥ 0, we define additional random variables
where U n is an i.i.d. Gaussian sequence with mean zero and variance
and is independent to everything else. We have
where (32) is the same as (12) , and (33) follows from the same reasoning as (16) . Note that
We further have 
We also have
From entropy power inequality (EPI) [14, Lemma I], we have
Therefore,
where (38) follows from (24). Thus,
Using (33), (34), (36), (37) and (39), we have 2n R ≤ n 2 log(P 1 + P 2 + 2ρ P 1 P 2 + 1)
Plugging in N defined in (31), we have proved (30), which completes the proof of Lemma 4. Hence, for the case of 0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρ * , letting n → ∞, from Lemma 2 and Lemma 4, we have proved R ≤ f 3 (ρ) . As for the case where ρ * < ρ ≤ 1, though the result of Lemma 4 no longer holds, from the cut-set bound, we always have R ≤
For all cases of ρ ∈ [0, 1], we have proved that the achievable rate satisfies either
or
and thus, Theorem 1 is proved.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
For a given distribution p(v, x 1 , x 2 ), consider a rate tuple
for any δ > 0. We will show that rate R defined as
is achievable. Codebook Generation: First randomly generate 2 n R 0 many v n sequences according to p(v) and index them as v n (1), . . . , v n (2 n R 0 ). The v n sequences constitute the inner codebook.
Conditioned on v n (i ), i = 1, . . . , 2 n R 0 , for each j = 1, 2, . . . , 2 n(R 1 −r 1 ) , generate a subcodebook C 1 (i, j ) consisting of 2 nr 1 many x n 1 sequence in a conditionally i.i.d. fashion according to p(x 1 |v). We index the codeword sequences in the subcodebook C 1 (i, j ) as x n 1 (i, j, l 1 ) for l 1 = 1, . . . , 2 nr 1 . Similarly, conditioned on v n (i ), i = 1, . . . , 2 n R 0 , for each k = 1, 2, . . . , 2 n(R 2 −r 2 ) , generate a subcodebook C 2 (i, k) consisting of 2 nr 2 many x n 2 sequences in a conditionally i.i.d. fashion according to p(x 2 |v). We index the codeword sequences in the subcodebook C 2 (i, k) as x n 2 (i, k, l 2 ) for l 2 = 1, . . . , 2 nr 2 .
For each subcodebook pair (C 1 (i, j ), C 2 (i, k) ), i = 1, . . . , 2 n R 0 , j = 1, 2, . . . , 2 n(R 1 −r 1 ) and k = 1, 2, . . . , 2 n(R 2 −r 2 ) , find a pair of codewords (x n 1 (i, j, l 1 ), x n 2 (i, k, l 2 )) such that
is the conditional typical set according to the distribution p(x 1 , x 2 |v) [16] . If there are multiple such codeword pairs, then pick one pair randomly. If there is no such pair, we randomly choose a pair of (x n 1 , x n 2 ) from the subcodebook pair (C 1 (i, j ), C 2 (i, k) ). We denote the picked codeword pair, say (x n 1 (i, j, l 1 ), x n 2 (i, k, l 2 )), as the (i, j, k)-th correlated codeword pair. We define the i -th correlated outer codebook C(i ), which contains all the (i, j, k)-th correlated codeword pair for j = 1, 2, . . . , 2 n(R 1 −r 1 ) and k = 1, 2, . . . , 2 n(R 2 −r 2 ) . Note that the outer codebook C(i ) contains 2 n(R 1 +R 2 −r 1 −r 2 ) pairs of codewords. We also define the codebook C as
We illustrate the structure of inner code and the outer code graphically in Fig. 6 . Encoding: We split the message W , which is uniformly distributed on {1, 2, . . . , , k) , we select the (i, j, k)-th correlated codeword pair from the i -th correlated codebook C(i ), denoted as (x n 1 (i, j, l 1 ), x n 2 (i, k, l 2 )). The transmitter sends index (i, j, l 1 ) to Relay 1 and index (i, k, l 2 ) to Relay 2. The relays can correctly receive the indices due to R 0 + R 1 ≤ C 1 in (47) and R 0 + R 2 ≤ C 2 in (48). Upon receiving the index (i, j, l 1 ), Relay 1 sends the codeword x n 1 (i, j, l 1 ) into the multiple access channel and similarly, upon receiving the index (i, k, l 2 ), Relay 2 sends the codeword x n 2 (i, k, l 2 ) into the multiple access channel. Decoding: After receiving y n , if in the correlated codebook C, there exists a unique codeword pair, say (x n 1 (i, j, l 1 ), x n 2 (i, k, l 2 )), such that
is the typical set as defined in [16] according to p(v, x 1 , x 2 , y), then the receiver declares (W a , W b , W c ) = (i, j, k); otherwise, the receiver declares an error.
Probability of Error: Due to symmetry, the average probability of error is equivalent to the probability of error for an arbitrary message w ∈ {1, . . . , 2 n R }. Hence, without loss of generality, we assume W = w, and the average probability of error satisfies
For W = w, we denote (W a , W b , W c ) = (i, j, k), and the corresponding codeword pair is denoted as (x n 1 (i, j, l 1 ), x n 2 (i, k, l 2 )). An error occurs if one of the following error events happen.
1) E 0 : there does not exist a pair of codewords (x n 1 (i, j, l 1 ), 2)
3) E 2 : There exist other correlated codeword pairs jointly typical with Y n , which includes a) E 21 : there exists j = j , l 1 such that
. Thus, the probability of error Pr[E] can be upper bounded as
. We start with upper bounding Pr[E 0 ]. From the mutual covering lemma [17] , we have that Pr[E 0 ] ≤ if r 1 + r 2 > I (X 1 ; X 2 |V ). Therefore, if the inequality in (42) is satisfied, we have Pr[E 0 ] ≤ .
Due to the Asymptotic Equipartition Property (AEP), for sufficient large n, we have
Next, we proceed to upper bound
which goes to zero because of (43 
where the inequality in (55) follows because the i -th correlated outer codebook C(i ) contains 2 n(R 1 +R 2 −r 1 −r 2 ) pairs of correlated codewords, the inequality in (56) is due to (42) and the quantities in (56) goes to zero due to (45). The probability Pr[E 24 |E c 1 ∩ E c 0 ] can be bounded as follows
where the inequality in (57) follows because the inner codebook contains 2 n R 0 codewords and the i -th correlated outer codebook C(i ) contains 2 n(R 1 +R 2 −r 1 −r 2 ) pairs of correlated codewords, the inequality in (58) is due to (42) and the quantities in (58) goes to zero due to (46).
Thus, as long as the rate tuple satisfies (42)-(50), the probability of error can be made arbitrarily small, and rate R according to (51) is achievable. Using Fourier-Motzkin elimination and noting the fact that the capacity is defined as the supremum of all achievable rates, we obtain the result stated in Theorem 2.
C. Proof of Theorem 3
We first show that if the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel satisfies (7) and (8), thenρ 3 andρ 5 always exist. Since the channel satisfies (8), we have f 3 (0) > f 4 (0) and f 5 (0) > f 4 (0). Since the channel satisfies (7), we have f 5 (1) < f 4 (1). Furthermore, we always have f 3 (1) < f 4 (1) .
Since all functions f 3 , f 4 and f 5 are continuous, by the intermediate value theorem,ρ 3 andρ 5 always exist. Furthermore, since f 3 (ρ), f 4 (ρ) and f 5 (ρ) are all monotonic, the root ρ k ∈ [0, 1], k = 3, 5 is unique.
It is clear that f 3 (ρ) and f 5 (ρ) are strictly decreasing in ρ, while f 4 (ρ) is strictly increasing in ρ, for ρ ∈ [0, 1]. We also know that f 3 (1) < f 5 (1) . Noting that both f 3 (ρ) and f 5 (ρ) are functions of ρ in terms of 1−ρ 2 only, it can be shown that We discuss the following cases: 1) In the case of Figure 7 (a), f 3 (0) > f 5 (0) andρ 5 ≤ρ 3 .
In this scenario, the lower bound is f 4 (ρ 5 ). The cutset bound is also f 4 (ρ 5 ). Thus, in this case, we have C lower = C upper = C cut . 2) In the case of Figure 7 (b), f 3 (0) > f 5 (0) andρ 3 <ρ 5 .
In this scenario, the lower bound is f 4 (ρ 3 ). The cut-set bound is f 4 (ρ 5 ). As for the upper bound, we have the following sub-cases: a) if ρ * ≤ρ 3 , then T 1 = f 4 (ρ * ) and T 2 = f 4 (ρ 5 ). Since T 1 < T 2 , the upper bound is f 4 (ρ 5 ). Thus, in this case, we have C lower < C upper = C cut . b) Ifρ 5 ≥ ρ * >ρ 3 , then T 1 = f 4 (ρ 3 ), T 2 = f 4 (ρ 5 ) and T 1 < T 2 , the upper bound is f 4 (ρ 5 ). Thus, in this case, we have C lower < C upper = C cut . c) If ρ * >ρ 5 , then T 1 = f 4 (ρ 3 ), T 2 = f 5 (ρ * ) and the upper bound is max( f 4 (ρ 3 ), f 5 (ρ * )). Thus, we have the following 2 sub-cases: i) f 5 (ρ * ) ≤ f 4 (ρ 3 ). In this case, we have we have C lower = C upper < C cut . ii) f 5 (ρ * ) > f 4 (ρ 3 ). In this case, we have C lower < C upper < C cut . 3) In the case of Figure 7 (c), f 3 (0) ≤ f 5 (0). Since we have f 3 (1) < f 5 (1), we have thatρ 3 <ρ 5 in this case. The lower bound is f 4 (ρ 3 ). The cut-set bound is min( f 3 (0), f 4 (ρ 5 )). As for the upper bound, we have the following sub-cases: a) if ρ * ≤ρ 3 , then T 1 = f 4 (ρ * ) and T 2 = min( f 3 (0), f 4 (ρ 5 )). Since T 1 < T 2 , the upper bound is min( f 3 (0), f 4 (ρ 5 )). Thus, in this case, we have C lower < C upper = C cut . b) Ifρ 3 < ρ * ≤ρ 5 , then T 1 = f 4 (ρ 3 ), T 2 = min( f 3 (0), f 4 (ρ 5 )). Note that f 4 (ρ 3 ) = f 3 (ρ 3 ) < f 3 (0). Thus, T 1 < T 2 , the upper bound is min( f 3 (0), f 4 (ρ 5 )). Thus, in this case, we have C lower < C upper = C cut . c) If ρ * >ρ 5 , then T 1 = f 4 (ρ 3 ), T 2 = min( f 3 (0), f 5 (ρ * )) and the upper bound is max( f 4 (ρ 3 ), min( f 5 (ρ * ), f 3 (0))). we further have the following sub-cases: i) f 5 (ρ * ) ≤ f 4 (ρ 3 ), we have C lower = C upper < C cut .
ii) f 5 (ρ * ) > f 4 (ρ 3 ), then the upper bound is min( f 5 (ρ * ), f 3 (0)), we further have the following cases: A) f 3 (0) ≤ f 5 (ρ * ). In this case, C upper = f 3 (0). Since we are considering the case of ρ * >ρ 5 , and due to the fact that f 5 (·) is a decreasing function, we have C cut = f 3 (0). Thus, in this case, we have C lower < C upper = C cut . B) f 3 (0) > f 5 (ρ * ). In this case, C upper = f 5 (ρ * ), and we have C lower < C upper < C cut . Combining the result for these cases, and noting that we haveρ 5 ≤ρ 3 implies f 3 (0) > f 5 (0), f 5 (ρ * ) ≤ f 4 (ρ 3 ), together withρ 3 <ρ 5 , implies ρ * >ρ 5 , f 3 (0) > f 5 (0) implies f 3 (0) > f 5 (ρ * ), f 5 (ρ * ) ≤ f 4 (ρ 3 ) implies f 5 (ρ * ) < f 3 (0), we obtain the result of Theorem 3.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the Gaussian multiple access diamond channel. Noting the similarity between this problem and the Gaussian multiple description problem, we first provide an upper bound on the capacity. We then obtain an achievable rate by correlated code with the superposition structure. Finally, we provide conditions that our proposed upper and lower bounds meet. Thus, for a Gaussian multiple access diamond channel that satisfies these conditions, we have found its capacity.
